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Abstract: The paper presents an overview of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems with the goal of bringing
forth how the advancements in field of ASR have been applied in attempt to develop a natural language ASR. Initial
sections of this paper will introduce the basic building blocks of an ASR and interactions among them to implement a
speech recognition system. The techniques used in each of these building blocks are briefly introduced. Later sections
of this tutorial will focus on efforts at building these essential building blocks for implementing a Kannada ASR and
techniques employed for this purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Speech is fundamental to communication; it allows
communication of feelings and ideas using a language as a
framework. This information is output as speech (sound)
signals and encoded in complex form that humans are
naturally programmed to decode it. ASR systems try to
emulate this ability. Such a system has to deal with
multitude of problems do decode information from speech
signal such as identifying the speaker, detecting the
language spoken, transcribing speech and understanding
the speech. In an ASR system linguistic message is the
information of interest. Extracting information from the
speech is a complicated process. The variability in speech
to linguistic, regional influences and environmental factors
are key challenges in reliably extracting the relevant
information from the speech signal.
Speech recognition is essentially described as a function
that defines a mapping from acoustic evidence to single or
sequence of words. Let X ={X1, X2, X3... Xt} represent the
acoustic evidence that is generated in from a given speech
signal and belong to the complete set of acoustic
sequences, X. Let W={W1,W2,W3,.....Wn}denote the
sequence of n words, each belonging to a fixed and
known set of possible words ω. There are two
frameworks to describe the recognition function: template
and statistic.
II. TEMPLATE FRAMEWORK
In the template framework recognition is performed by
finding the possible sequence of words W that minimizes
the distance function between the acoustic evidence X and
sequence of word patterns (templates). So the problem is
to find the optimum sequence of template patterns R* that
best matches X as follows.
R*=Rs∗d (Rs, X)
Where
Rs is a concatenated sequence of template
patterns from some admissible sequence of words.
Complexity of such a system grows exponentially with the
length of sequence of words in W. This framework uses
the methods such as dynamic time wrapping (DTW) and
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vector quantization (VQ) achieve the template matching.
III. STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK
In the statistical framework, recognizer will select the
sequence of words that is more likely to produce given the
observed acoustic evidence. Let P(W|X) denote the
probability that words W were spoken given that evidence
X was observed. The recognizer will select W’ satisfying
W'= W∞∗P (W)P(X/W)
Using the Bayes rule above can be re-written as
P(W|X) =(P(W)P(X∣W)) (P(x))
Where P(W) is the probability that sequence of words W
will be uttered. P(X/W) is the probability of observing the
acoustic evidence X when speaker utters W, and P(X) is
probability that acoustic evidence X will be observed.
Since P(X) is constant under max operation the recognizer
needs to select sequence of words W’ that maximizes the
product P(W)P(X|W).
IV. LITERATURE SURVEY
Kannada has been one of the languages of interest in
attempts to build language models and speech databases
among other Indian languages. There have been various
studies in understanding acoustic properties of Kannada
language, phonemic analysis, building isolated words
recognizer and building language database with small to
medium vocabulary ASRS. This section lists and briefly
discusses such attempts. Background cannot be removed
clearly even lost or the parameter is smaller, it peel away
the original color and give a bad performance. At this
paper we set the artificial parameter of k-means with 3 for
one cloth contains on more than three colors.
The isolated words recognizer in Natural language speech
[1] based on Discreet Wavelet Transform (DWT) and
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Process begins by
computing the DWT of the speech and MFCC coefficients
are calculated. For this purpose PCA process was applied
to speech recognition. This effort created database of
kannada isolated digits from 0 to 10.
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The acoustic characteristics [2] of any language can by
analysis of phonemics. Phone to phone relationship is
studied using 15 million words text corpus. Four hundred
and forty five samples and most frequently used Kannada
words were selected to measure duration, intensity,
frequency and formants of phonemes in different
emotional status and at different levels. The spoken word
perception [6, 7] with focus on how speech perception
capacities are used in segmenting and recognizing words
in fluent speech. A word spotting technique was used.
Eighty Kannada and non kannada words with 5 words and
5 non kannada words appearing twice were given audio
presentation. Results of the study indicated that Kannada
words were spotted better than non- kannada words
supporting lexical representation of the words.
The automated speech translation in Asian languages as
part of A-STAR consortium. Six Indian languages Hindi,
Marathi, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Indian
spoken English as seventh language were part of the study.
Three approaches were considered namely parallel phone
recognition (PPR), SWRLM and Parallel-SWRLM. It used
two types of classifiers in the study – Maximum
Likelihood classifier and Gaussian classifier.

words. Such a statistical method is called N-gram.
4. The search problem deals with how to find best word
transcription W’ for the acoustic evidence X, given
acoustic and language models. Some of the popular
methods used in search algorithm are Viterbi search,
Stack decoding, N-Best and Multipass search.
ASR Classification
ASR systems can be classified based on the parameters
that govern the operation of ASR.

1. Vocabulary size: Speech recognition is easy when
vocabulary size is small. Small vocabulary is measured
as tens of words, medium hundreds of words and large
in thousands of words. Grammar constraints can also
affect the complexity of the system.
2. Speaking style: Isolated word or continuous speech
define this mode of operation. Isolated word is less
complex that continuous speech as it does not need to
with empty spaces around words sequence of words.
3. Speaker mode: ASR can be used by a specific user
(speaker dependent) or by any speaker (speaker
independent). Speaker dependent systems need to be
trained for the specific speaker and are much easier to
implement due to low variability of speech. Speaker
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
independent systems are difficult implement find much
broader use compared speaker dependent systems.
Many of the successful ASR systems are based on the
statistical framework described in previous sub section.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Equation defines the components of speech
recognizer. The prior probability P (W) is determined by Automatic speech recognition systems are still and
the language model and the likelihood P (X|W) is evolving science. Much of the early work done in building
determined by set of acoustic models and the process of frameworks for language and Acoustic models are being
searching over all possible sequences of words W that enhanced by implementation today. Across the world
maximizes the product is performed by the decoder. experimentation in local languages are on both funded by
Below schematic diagram shows the architecture of ASR. government and privately. The applications of a
The statistical framework for ASR focuses on four key reasonably good ASR are manifold impacting wide cross
section of the society. Hence it assumes great importance
issues need be addressed for above architecture to viable.
as an evolving branch of science that is evolving quickly.
1. The acoustic processing problem – Deciding what
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